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Searching Tutorial

Locate a website on your topic
Choose WebPath Express
Each month, there are featured articles.
Type in your broad topic here
Number of total results are listed here.
You may choose to look at only those sites that are high school level.
Now the results go down; only those appropriate to 9-12 are shown.
Notice that each website has a 9-12 icon.
To look at the site, click on the **title** or **URL** listed at the bottom of the description.

**Smoke gets in your eyes**

Don't miss this well-rounded site on the many and various aspects of smoking. Created by the 'Why Files,' this engaging, easy-to-read site provides information about the chemicals in nicotine, what they do to the body, and the relationship between nicotine and addiction. It also features the Food and Drug Administration regulations, the influence of cigarette advertising on kids, and ways to quit smoking. Don't miss the curious details on dopamine and love! This site includes a glossary, bibliography, and key words within the text that link to more information.

**Topic:** Smoking  
**URL:** http://whyfiles.org/024nicotina/index.html

**Action on Smoking and Health**

If you had lived in the United States thirty years ago or have traveled in modern Europe you understand that smoking is a problem that has only begun to diminish. We know more and more about the dangers of smoking, including second hand smoke, than we ever did before but smoking is still widespread. Action on Smoking and Health is an United Kingdom group that is dedicated to informing the public about the health risks of smoking and strives to create public spaces free of smoking. Come read about the health dangers associated with smoking as well as what this group is doing to help smokers.

**Topic:** Smoking  
**URL:** http://www.ash.org.uk/

**Smoking: Cutting through the hype**

Here is a great site for teens that examines various aspects of smoking. Learn how to recognize deceptive cigarette ads. Find out how you are being manipulated by tobacco companies who want you to become addicted. This site discusses topics such as the reasons teens smoke, the myths, the difficulty of quitting, the truth about smokeless tobacco, the undesirable side effects, the risk of disease and how you can quit. Related information can be found in other articles and resources.

**Topic:** Smoking  
**URL:** http://www.kidshealth.org/teen/drug_alcohol/tobacco/smoking.html

**Smoke-Free Kids**

You Can Quit Smoking Now! website is an online guide to quitting. If you are thinking about quitting but don't know where to start, here is a place to begin. The site covers how you can prepare to quit, steps to take so you can quit, and staying quit, fighting the urges and keeping up your guard. You can even talk to an expert from the National Cancer Institute.
The web site opens in a new window and now you can investigate it.
Notice the domains listed in the URL; both org and uk
Look through the site for helpful information.
Close the window when you are finished.
When you are done investigating the web site, it will bring you back to the online catalog.
Now you can choose to look at sites with certain domains.
WEB DOMAINS AND COUNTRY CODES

.com  commercial
.org  organization
.edu  education
.gov  United States government
.uk  United Kingdom
.ca  Canada
.net  network
.us  United States
.au  Australia
.mil United States military
Let's choose **gov** to view sites sponsored by the US government.
Now only those sites appropriate for 9-12 AND sponsored by the US government are listed
WHY USE
WEBPATH EXPRESS?

• High-quality web sites for projects

• Summaries with grade-level icons

• Available through the online catalog 24/7